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Plan for today

• The game of Munch

• Another example of recursion

• Proving that a solution exists but not being able 
to retrieve it 

• Simulation 

• Multiple hypothesis testing



The game of Munch! 

A 5 x 3 chocolate bar, ready for a game of Munch!



Plan

• The game of Munch! 

• Two person games and winning strategies

• A recursive program

• A warning regarding running time

• An existential proof that the first player has a 

winning strategy



Game Theory
Wikipedia: “Game theory is the study of mathematical models of 

conflict and cooperation between intelligent rational decision-makers”



The prisoner's dilemma 



Game Theory

From Wikipedia:

• Game theory is the study of mathematical models of conflict

and cooperation between intelligent rational decision-makers

• Perfect or full information game: all players know the moves 

previously made by all other players

• Zero-sum game: the total benefit to all players, for every 

combination of strategies, always adds to zero (a player 

benefits at the equal expense of others)

• Games, as studied by economists and real-world game players, 

are generally finished in finitely many moves



Example of a zero sum game

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rMz7JBRbmNo

Source: https://memes.getyarn.io/yarn-clip/f013103d-3d7b-4b23-9bba-49f46f8b7d30/gif

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rMz7JBRbmNo
https://memes.getyarn.io/yarn-clip/f013103d-3d7b-4b23-9bba-49f46f8b7d30/gif


Munch!

A 3x4 chocolate bar, 
described by the list of 
heights [3,3,3,3] 

• A two player, full information 
game

• Starts with a chocolate bar of 
size nxm

• Each turn a player choses a 
chocolate square, and munches
all existing squares to the 
right and above the chosen 
square (including the chosen 
square)

• The lower left corner is 
poisoned, the player who 
munches it dies immediately, 
and loses the game

A possible configurations in 
the game. White  eaten. 
Described by the list of 
heights [2,2,1,0]



A possible run of Munch!

[3,2,2,1] [3,2,0,0] [3,1,0,0] [1,1,0,0]

Player 1 munches the square marked with X  [3,2,0,0] 

Player 2 move leads to [3,1,0,0]

Player 1 move leads to [1,1,0,0]

Player 2 move leads to [1,0,0,0]

Player 1 must now munch the poisoned lower left corner, and 
consequently loses the game

X

[1,0,0,0]

Player 1 Player 2 Player 1X

X X



Two player full information games

A theorem from game theory states that in a finite, 

full information, two player, zero sum, deterministic 

game without ties, either the first player or the 

second player has a winning strategy

http://about.quickienomics.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/10/game-theory.jpg

Unfortunately, finding such a 

winning strategy is often 

computationally infeasible



Winning and losing configurations

• Every configuration has fewer than n*m continuing configurations

• A given configuration C is losing if all its legal continuations are 

winning

• A given configuration C is winning if there exists a move leading 

to a losing continuation C’

• This defines a recursion, whose base case is the winning 

configuration [0,0,…,0]



The initial configuration is winning

• The initial configuration [n,n,…,n] of an n-by-m chocolate bar is a 

winning configuration

• A strategy-stealing argument: 

• Assume that the second player has a winning strategy against 

any initial first-player move

• Suppose that the first player takes only the top right hand square

• By our assumption, the second player has a response to this 

which will force victory 

• But if such a winning response exists, the first player could have 

played it as his first move and thus forced victory 

• The second player therefore cannot have a winning strategy



The initial configuration is winning

• This implies that the first player has a winning strategy

• Interestingly, our proof is purely existential. We show such winning 

strategy exists, but do not have a clue on what it is (what should 

player 1 do to make the next configuration a losing one?)



Next 

configuration

Next move

Recursive call

Implementing Munch!



Running Munch! 

>>> win(5,3,[5,5,5],show=True)

[5, 5, 3]

True

>>> win(5,3,[5,5,3],show=True)

False

>>> win(5,3,[5,5,2],show=True)

[5, 3, 2]

True

>>> win(5,3,[5,5,1],show=True)

[2, 2, 1]

True

>>> win(5,5,[5,5,5,5,5],True)

[5, 1, 1, 1, 1]

True

>>> win(6,6,[6,1,1,1,1,1],show=True)

False



Implementing Munch! in Python

• A good sanity check for your code is verifying that [n,n,…,n] is 

indeed a winning configuration

• Another sanity check is that in an n-by-n bar, the configuration 

[n,1,…,1]  is a losing configuration (why?)

• This recursive implementation will be able to handle only very 

small values of n,m

 Can memoization help here?

What would be the key?



Memoization



Runtime comparison



Simulation

• What are simulations good for?

• Examples

• Flight simulator

• Meteorology

• Production line

• Biological processes

• COVID….

• We will use simulation to  

stress a point

Typhoon Mawar 2005 

computer simulation



Power lines and rare diseases

• Researchers decide to investigate correlation 

between proximity to power lines and rare 

diseases

• 100 diseases, occurrence rate for each is known 

in the general population

• Sample 1000 people that live near power lines, 

record number of ill people for every disease

• For each disease, check whether there is a 

significant difference (< 0.05) between the 

sampled and the general occurrence rate 



Statistical significance (Wikipedia definitions)

• “Null hypothesis is a general statement or default position that 

there is nothing significantly different happening”

• Example: the mean grade of Systems Engineering track is the 

same as the mean grade of the Data Science track

• “Test of significance assesses the strength of the evidence 

against the null hypothesis”

• “A result has statistical significance when it is very unlikely to 

have occurred given the null hypothesis” (Wiki)

• P-value “the probability of obtaining the observed results of a 

test, assuming that the null hypothesis is correct”

• Example: הגוססוהטפיר ' ורג'ג, קרקו , shorturl.at/hsBFI from minute 4:20

shorturl.at/hsBFI


Power lines and rare diseases

• Research results showed that few diseases correlate 

with life near power lines

• Researchers concluded that living near power lines 

are bad for you

• We will use simulation to prove they were wrong in 

their analysis! (and might have been wrong in their 

conclusions)



Simulation
• The plan: 

• Simulate 1000 random people (sickness rates of general public)

• Count number of sick people for each disease

• Find diseases were the actual # of sick people from the sampling 

is significantly higher than expected # of sick people

• We know that there is no relation: if we find a disease with 

occurrence rate is significantly higher than the general population 

– the researchers conclusion might be wrong (why?)

• Technical issues:

• Define diseases

• How to simulate sick people?

• How to define significance?



Work plan

1. Randomly determine population’s illness rates and 

initiate parameters and data structures for the simulation

2. Simulate: assign diseases to people

3. Report diseases with a significant increase in the 

observed number of ill people











Surprise!

• There are a few diseases that are correlated to 

the sample

• Although the sample simulated the “general” 

population

• What is going on?!



Correlation is not causation 
Especially for multiple hypotheses

more spurious correlations: https://www.tylervigen.com/spurious-correlations

Source: https://www.businessinsider.com/chocolate-

consumption-vs-nobel-prizes-2014-4

https://www.tylervigen.com/spurious-correlations
https://www.businessinsider.com/chocolate-consumption-vs-nobel-prizes-2014-4


Intuition
Super natural powers



Intuition 

• We are looking for a person with supernatural 

powers!

• Given 25 “hidden” cards guess for each card its 

series (Spades, Hearts, Diamonds or Clubs)

• Probability to get one card correctly 0.25

• Guessing 25 cards is definitely super natural! We 

are looking for people who maintain “some” super 

natural powers (p-value < 0.05…)

• We are looking among 100 people to find those with 

“some” super natural powers



Intuition

• It is obvious that some of the 100 people will 

probably guess better than the average

• When so many trials are given (100), there will be 

some “very lucky” guys that we will consider to 

have supernatural powers



Intuition

• This is the same for the power lines example!

• 100 diseases, 100 “supernatural” candidates

• 1000 people near power lines, 25 cards

• Expected probability per disease/candidate: ~0.03 (power 

lines), 0.25 (supernatural powers)

• Observed: number of sick people (power lines), number of 

correct guessed cards (supernatural powers)

• This is called reduction, and you’ll see much more of 

these in the algorithms course next year









Next time use Bonferroni

Or FDR! (the Israeli connection )



Summary

• Be careful with your statistics…

• Simulation


